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Friday, Sept 28, 2018 2 - 5:15 pm
Capital Room 3, Marriott Hotel, Hartford, CT
Session Coordinator: Charlie Trautmann, <cTrautmann@Sciencenter.org>
TOPIC

FACILITATOR

CONTACT INFO

Background of the
science center
movement (plenary)

Dave Ucko

Dave Ucko <DaveUcko@gmail.com>

ASTC’s services &
offerings
(plenary)

Michelle Kenner

Michelle Kenner <MKenner@astc.org>

1 - Opportunities &
challenges of the field

Gillian Thomas

Gillian Thomas
<gThomas3470@gmail.com>

2 - Managing board
relationships

Lesley Lewis

Lesley Lewis <lesley@lesleylewis.net>

3 - Relationships with
communities &
schools

Christian Greer
Kristin Leigh

Christian Greer Christian.Greer@slsc.org
Kristin Leigh <kleigh@explora.us>

4 - Inspiring and
managing human
resources

Chevy Humphrey

humphrey-Chevy
<humphrey@AZScience.org>

5 - Strategic Planning

Pelle Persson

6 - Financial matters
(e.g., earned vs
contributed income)

Debbie May

Professor Per-Edvin Persson
<pelle@peredvinperssonconsulting.com>
Deborah May
<Debbie.May@lifeandscience.org>

7 - Fundraising 1

Lara Litchfield-Kimber

8 - Grants &
Fundraising 2

Dave Ucko

Lara Litchfield-Kimber
<llkimber@mhcm.org>
Dave Ucko <DaveUcko@gmail.com>

9 - Promoting
innovation

Barry Van Deman

10 - Large-scale
collaborations
involving museums

Dennis Schatz

"Barry VanDeman
(barry.vandeman@lifeandscience.org)"
<barry.vandeman@lifeandscience.org>
Dennis Schatz <DSchatz@pacsci.org>

ASTC conference session: Trends, challenges, opportunities

September 2018

Gillian Thomas
Trends
Changing demographics
•
•
•
•
•
•

Less primary age children, larger proportion of those from under-served communities
Increasing 60+ group
Increasing millennials, some of whom are now moving into the stage of being parents
Increasing LGBTQ awareness
Increasing numbers of people with disabilities, partly linked to 60+ increase
None of these groups have traditionally been supporters or users of science centers

Wider field of competitors
Many activities which originated in science centers are now delivered by a wide range of potential
competitors and target same disposable income.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Makers groups in libraries and other spaces
Citizen science programs need to permanent space
Robotics and other workshops offered outside science centers
Universities offering teacher training
Aquariums, Zoos, other Museums and Children’s Museums
Theme Parks

Many of these are nimble, ie do not have or need a big institution to operate, or have substantial
resources, eg Universities. Science centers are less endowed and have big real estate commitments.
No new product
•
•
•
•

Shortage of good new interactive experiences
Few good new traveling exhibitions – and they are expensive
For the US, NSF no longer funding traveling exhibitions.
IMAX numbers in science centers dropping and new commercial IMAX emerging as competitors

Media and new technology impact
•
•
•

Social media, AI and VR may reduce need for real experiences
Science centers lack unique moments that give media results
Lack of novelty and celebrity backing a handicap

Changing funding models
•
•
•
•
•

Necessity of impact measures
Funders looking for community cohesion and collective impact
Younger funders looking for new models, including for profit, not existing institutions
Government agencies not showing interest in science centers to deliver programs
Donor commitments can limit change

Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•

Real experiences and meeting place for whole community, act as beacons of diversity
Lead collective impact action, collaboration at local level, be the lead for informal science
Broader collaboration to deliver new products
Changing demographics bring new audiences
Science policy issues and impact on major challenges provide an opportunity for science centers
to act as community resource and focus: become a hub, a trusted location.

STEM/STEAM Focus v Innovation and creativity
•
•
•

Science is the lens through which we encourage people to understand their world: teaching
science is one aspect but not main focus, science centers not a replacement for schools
If STEM/STEAM is the main focus, then science centers can never be more than very junior
partner to schools.
Innovation and the broader approach to encouraging innovation and creativity can offer a more
valued approach.

Questions

•
•
•

What helps new products emerge?
Can different demographic sectors complement each other or require separation?
How do we lead when we are small players locally?

ASTC 2018 New CEO Workshop
Community Engagement Strategies
Kristin Leigh and Christian Greer

"Up the Learning Curve" on Friday, Sept 28, 2:00 - 5:00 pm at the Hartford Marriott.
Prep time at 1:30 pm on Sept 28 at the Hartford Marriott (Charlie Trautmann (607) 227-1910).

Mini-Session on Community Engagement (45 minutes)
● Kristin: Quick introductions round the table (5 minutes)
● Kristin and Christian: Share a brief background history of their experience and expertise
on the subject. This will provide context for why we were chosen to share thoughts and
facilitate conversation. (7 minutes total, 3-4 minutes each)
● Christian: Defining terms. Operationally thinking about Community engagement as a
continuum of community involvement. Using a broader frame for community which
includes schools, social service organizations and other facilities that can be used as
platforms for engagement. (1-2 minutes)
● Kristin: Ask people to start by sharing where there institution is in thinking about the
question: 1. What’s the difference between doing “community service f or” the
community or “community engagement w
 ith” the community?
2. Why is this an important question?
(10 minutes)
● Kristin: Then launch into a few critical questions and get the conversation started:
3. How can museums know if they are relevant in their communities and how might
engaging more deeply with the community increase your institution's relevance (and,
thus, both your impact and your sustainability)?
4. How can we be sure we’re as relevant as we think we are?
(15 minutes)
● Christian: Include best practices for community engagement:
(what are some more we can include?)
Kristin--Harwood Institute Community Conversations Guide
(5 minutes)

ASTC 2018 New CEO Workshop
Community Engagement Strategies
Kristin Leigh and Christian Greer

Science Center / Museum
Work toward in
Collective impact
Community Organizations
Networked Approaches
Shared Vision
Collaborative Projects
https://groundworkusa.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/GWUSA_Best-Practices-forMeaningful-Community-Engagement-Tip-Sheet.pdf

● Christian: Summarize and wrap up the conversation with a few takeaways. Share/offer
our contact info if they further questions or ideas. (3 minutes)

Explora thanks the following groups for
participating in this ongoing community
engagement initiative and for helping us learn
a process for moving forward strategically:
• Sawmill Community Land Trust
• Wells Park Neighborhood Association
• New Mexico Autism Society
• Partnership for Community Action
• Nurse Family Partnership
• Albuquerque Cyclists
• Explora Board and Founders Groups
• Explora Managers Group
• Heading Home Albuquerque
• International District Healthy
Communities Council
• New Mexico Montessori Network
• Crossroads for Women
• New Mexico School for the Blind
& Visually Impaired

Looking Forward
This community listening series,
as part of a thorough and
well-designed strategic
planning process, has made
Explora a stronger, more
STEM Learning
relevant community
Strategic Focus
organization. We have
identified community issues
rooted in people’s shared
aspirations, developed strategies that fit our
community’s context, forged relationships with the right
partners, and are working systemically to create the
community conditions that enable change to take hold.

Explora’s

We will continue to build networks for innovation
and learning and adopt the right metrics to gauge
progress. This work will continue over the next year
as part of the implementation plan for a new Cradle
through Career STEM Learning Strategic Focus. This
focus builds on what we learned through community
listening and reflects a shared commitment to engage,
educate, and employ our state’s students on their
pathway to success.

• New Mexico Asian Family Center’s
Chinese Families Group
• New Mexico Asian Family Center’s
Vietnamese Families Group

FUTURE SCIENCE LEADERS
Ages 13–adult

Listening to Connect
with Community

These included desires for:

For our listening series, Explora
used the community conversation
process developed by the
Harwood Institute for Public
Innovation as part of its Turning
Outward approach. Turning
Outward means using the
community, not the conference
room, as the main reference
point for decisions—for the
strategies pursued, the partners
chosen, how efforts are begun
and grown over time, and how
the internal organization is
structured and run. If an
organization turns outward and
makes intentional choices, it will
produce greater impact and
relevance in the community.

1) an inclusive, accessible community;

www.theharwoodinstitute.org

Working together we can change our communities.
At Explora we believe this requires open, honest conversations
and active listening with the intent to learn and change.
Between January 2014 and June 2016, Explora held a series
of community listening sessions that provided data to help us
better understand our community and its rhythms. The fifteen
listening sessions, involving more than 150 people, taught us
much about the aspirations, concerns, and challenges shared
by members of the Albuquerque community and created
a framework around which Explora can engage more deeply
and serve as a relevant community anchor and change agent.
Seven shared aspirations were shared consistently
among groups during Explora’s listening sessions.

2) a child-centered community;
3) a community with abundant
educational opportunities;

YOUNG
SCIENTISTS
Ages 5–12

4) a community with plentiful, high-quality
early childhood education;
5) a safe community;
6) a community with less poverty
and more jobs; and

EARLY EXPLORERS
Ages 0–4

ENGAGE

7) a community with well-planned
neighborhoods.

EDUCATE

EMPLOY

1701 Mountain Rd. NW, Albuquerque, NM 87104 www.explora.us 505.224.8323 or explora@explora.us

Aspiration: An inclusive, accessible community

Aspiration: A safe community

Summary statement: We aspire to live in an inclusive community, where barriers to access have been
eliminated. We dream of an aware and accepting community, full of accessible public spaces, conversations
among different groups of people, integration of attitudes, and a sense of belonging.

Summary statement: We aspire to live in a clean,
safe community, where we are comfortable letting our children
play outside and explore.

Participant comments:
• We want people to accept us, not try to fix us.
• We need community anchors that provide flexible,
responsive, affordable services.
• Young moms often feel isolated.
• It’s hard for immigrants to learn about the resources
available; more information in Spanish would be helpful.
• Transportation is an issue for our families and a barrier
to opportunity.
• We aspire for acceptance of families dealing with autism.

Aspiration: A child-centered community
Summary statement: We aspire to have a fun, friendly, peaceful
community for our children—one that understands and includes
children and supports multi-generational families.
Participant comments:
• Families need more opportunities for shared activities
in the neighborhood in the evenings.
• Parents are often distracted on their phones. We need more parenting workshops and resources.
• We want a community that understands ‘kids will be kids’ and still includes them.
• Supporting families and their values is very important to nurturing children.
• We want playmates and activities for our kids, like a bike park
or affordable sports teams in our neighborhoods that our kids can join.

Aspiration: A community with abundant, lifelong educational opportunities
Summary statement: We aspire to live in a community where there are opportunities for lifelong learning,
where active learning is encouraged, and where students are set up for success.
Participant comments:
• We need access to out-of-school enrichment programs.
• There needs to be more things for teens and young people to do.
• We need places to learn about computers and study for the GED.
• There should be more open-ended experiences that stimulate children’s enthusiasm for learning.
• We could hold bike safety and repair workshops or home repair workshops, with tools and people to help.
• Educational opportunities are limited for people with autism.
• Our rural communities need more access to educational resources.

Aspiration: A community with plentiful, high-quality early childhood education
Summary statement: We aspire to live in a community that supports families with young children
through high-quality early childhood education and gives our kids the best start.
Participant comments:
• We need better training for daycare teachers.
• We need affordable, accessible, flexible day care that matches parents’ shifts.
• We need extended family settings that take advantage of the support and wisdom of elders—
like a multigenerational center that is both a nursing home and an early childhood center.
• Starting young makes the biggest difference!
• I can’t look for a job without childcare, but I can’t afford childcare without a job.

Participant comments:
• We need more places and times to have honest conversations.
• People should watch out for each other.
• We need fewer people in jail and more case workers,
along with support when people get out of jail.
• I’m nervous about my kids playing at the park.
• We worry about our lives while cycling.
• Homelessness is a real problem that we can feel in our
neighborhoods and see at the park.

Aspiration: A community with less poverty and more jobs
Summary statement: We aspire to live in a community with jobs
for all, where we raise students to be our future entrepreneurs,
engineers, policy makers, and scientists.
Participant comments:
• We need fair banking practices and a compassionate
legal system to help end poverty.
• Better jobs in the neighborhood would make a difference.
• We need to be engaged in policy; we need to vote!
• We need to keep our kids here in New Mexico after
they graduate.
• There aren’t enough qualified candidates to fill the jobs open
in our state, especially in the science, engineering,
and medical fields.
• How can we attract new employers
to Albuquerque in different ways?

Aspiration: A community with well-planned neighborhoods
Summary statement: We aspire to live in a community with
well-planned neighborhoods that are walkable and allow us
to get to know our neighbors—communities with parks, museums,
grocery stores, clinics, gardens, and public transportation.
Participant comments:
• We need a healthy grocery store
and clinic in the neighborhood.
• Wouldn’t it be nice if there was
an early learning center right
across the street?
• We want our neighborhoods
to be known for something!
• A more walkable neighborhood
would be nice, with a community
garden and more chances to get
to know each other outside.
• We want beauty, art, and fun
available to everyone.

Listen, Welcome,
Co-create
Explora’s listening sessions
have led to new collaborations,
resources, approaches, and
programs that reach all corners
of our community and help spark
an interest in science, technology,
engineering, art, and math
learning for children and their
families. They have taught us a
new process for working with
partners and have shaped
Explora’s three-part community
engagement strategy: listen,
welcome, and co-create.
Explora’s work with the New
Mexico Autism Society (NMAS)
and Partnership for Community
Action (PCA) provide two
examples of the listen, welcome,
co-create strategy in action.
After hosting a listening session
with families served by NMAS, we
better understood the challenges
facing families affected by autism.
This conversation initiated a
partnership in which Explora
welcomed families affected by
autism with no-cost Community
Partner Memberships and
co-created a new set of resources,
transforming how families
affected by autism can visit
Explora. Similarly, during a
listening session with immigrant
mothers served by PCA, we heard
a deep commitment to providing
children with educational
opportunities, despite many
barriers to access. Explora
welcomed PCA’s families with
Community Partner Memberships,
and staff from both organizations
worked together to design a
bilingual afterschool engineering
club, providing the families of
PCA with a dedicated resource
available in their neighborhood.
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PARTICIPATORY STRATEGIC PLANNING
Preparations
Before launching a strategic process or a new cycle of an existing process, a benchmarking review
or an organizational assessment may assist in defining the starting point and understanding the state
of the organisation. In addition to understanding the world around us, an understanding of key
elements of success is useful.
Vision, Mission, Values
To be successful, an organization needs to be clear about its goals. A transparent and clear planning
structure is needed. Strategies need to be developed in a participatory fashion to ensure that the
whole organization buys in. In the first stage, usually a two-day facilitated seminar, the extended
management team or leadership group decides the vision, defines the mission and finds the core
values through a participatory discussion process. The values are further defined through their
signal behaviours. The results from the first stage are then taken through a consultative process with
the entire team, collecting feedback and suggestions, especially asking what is missing and what
needs to be changed. The core team then meets anew to finalize the core ideology statements
(vision, mission, values).
A commonly accepted core ideology ensures that the entire organization views itself in the same
way, and will present itself in identical terms to the outside world. It is the first step in a path to
greatness. The encompassing vision will motivate and energize staff and visitors alike.
Strategic Objectives
In the next stage, usually another two-day seminar, the management team starts to work on the
strategic objectives of the organization for the next 3-5 years. The discussions need to look at global
megatrends as well as current museum trends. Usually the work includes a SWOT analysis. The
state of the institution needs to be understood and relevance issues discussed. The core ideology has
been determined in the first stage. The work will then move on to define the strategic objectives for
the next five years. The strategic objectives typically consist of a number of strategies to be
implemented in the forthcoming annual plans.
The strategic objectives need to be presented and discussed with the entire team, both to collect
feedback and ideas, and to ensure that the goals are understood in the same way. Team members
should reflect on how they can advance the goals in their daily work. Through the consultation
processes the team is invited to become part of the process, and thus the typical fate of “strategies”,
i.e. something dictated from above but with no relevance to the daily work, can be avoided, even if
the final decision is taken by the Board.
My role in this process is to facilitate and advise. Typically, I will present the model and the
structure, facilitate the discussions, provide guidance on the internal consultation processes and
summarize the results.
Contact: pelle@peredvinperssonconsulting.com

15.09.2018
Professor Per-Edvin Persson

ASTC ROUNDTABLE SESSION ON STRATEGIC PLANNING

Points to note when launching a strategic process
- working in 3-5 year strategic cycles
- strategic plan implemented through annual plans
- benchmarking review/organisational assessment at start
- participatory process
- Board/management team/key managers
- organized consultation of staff on the way
- understanding elements of success
- knowledge of global and professional trends
- clear core ideology (vision, mission, values)
- about five strategic objectives to define main achievements during the
next strategic cycle
- strategic objectives defined by strategies, actions and tasks
- work through priorities
- goals aligned to resources
- communication and celebration

www.peredvinperssonconsulting.com
Contact: pelle@peredvinperssonconsulting.com

Characteristics of
Financially Healthy
Nonprofits
Every director and board member of a nonprofit would like to have a large endowment, reserve cash in the
bank, and a surplus at the end of every year. Unfortunately, most of us know that this might be a dream
instead of reality. Without these tangible signs of financial strength, how can you know if your organization
is financially healthy?
Financial health is about more than just reserves and endowment balances. Having a large budget or
complex accounting system doesn’t always result in good management and longterm success. Just as our
personal health depends on our behavior, so the financial health of a nonprofit depends on management
behavior – policies and practices.

Even though there may be occasional deficits, or
periods of tight cash flow, the following characteristics are good signs that your organization will be
financially healthy over the long-term.
1. B
 oard of directors and management hold themselves responsible for long-term stability in both
programs and financial performance.
2. B
 oard members understand their roles and
responsibilities in financial matters.

7. M
 anagement and board monitor financial results
as compared to the budget and modify programs and activities in response to variances.
8. M
 anagement realistically plans and monitors
cash flow so as to be able to meet obligations.
9. F
 inancial policies are in place that establish, or
have specific plans to establish, an operating
reserve to finance cash shortfalls and program
growth.

3. A
 realistic and well-considered budget is prepared and approved by the board.

10. Policies are established for major financial decisions and adequate and appropriate internal
controls.

4. B
 udgets are prepared in tandem with planning
for programs and operating needs.

11. M
 anagement is committed to compliance with
all required legal and funder reporting.

5. M
 anagement and board are committed to managing with the goal of an operating surplus each
year.

12. The board and management regularly review
short-term and long-term plans and develop
goals and strategies for the future.

6. C
 onsistent, accurate, and timely financial
reports are prepared and analyzed by qualified
individuals.

Our mission is to fuel the impact and effectiveness of
nonprofits with guidance, expertise, and capital. Learn
more about our services, training, and resources online.

Download Propel Nonprofits’ Financial Management Self-Assessment to review how your organization is doing.

propelnonprofits.org

Copyright © 2004-2018 Propel Nonprofits | 1 Main St SE, Suite 600, Minneapolis, MN 55414 | 612.249.6700 | propelnonprofits.org

Additional Resources
Councilofnonprofits.org
Nonprofitrisk.org
Propelnonprofits.org
Linking Mission to Money by Allen J. Proctor.
CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2011
Feel free to contact me:
Debbie May, VP for Administration and CFO
Museum of Life and Science
debbie.may@lifeandscience.org

Fundraising 1: Focus on Individual Giving
Lara Litchfield-Kimber
Mid-Hudson Children’s Museum (LLKimber@mhcm.org)

It’s about relationships…
As CEO, embrace your role as chief relationship builder and storyteller for the
organization
Be realistic about the time it takes for donor relationships to develop and mature
Approach individual giving strategically by prioritizing certain relationships over others
Leverage “CEO face time” strategically when building relationships
Build a “relationship web” for each top donor/prospect to ensure sustainability in the
face of personnel changes within the organization
Take a portfolio approach to managing top donors/prospects
Reflections on board involvement in fundraising…
The CEO/Board President relationship is the most important there is when it comes to
organizational fundraising
Board Presidents must set expectations by embracing and promoting the board’s role in
fundraising
Communicate fundraising expectations upfront and often
Encourage board members to make their own gifts before asking others for support
Provide fundraising training to board members to build confidence and capacity
Leverage board members’ relationships with potential donors strategically
Introduce systems to monitor campaign giving and board member assignments
(solicitation and/or stewardship)

ASTC 2018

Up the Learning Curve
Checklist for Effective Fundraising
David Ucko
daveucko@gmail.com

Federal (NSF AISL) Grants
 Are you starting to plan the project ~one year in advance of submission?
 Have you really studied the solicitation/program announcement?
 Do you have an innovative concept that specifically addresses the guidelines?
 Will your project achieve a meaningful “strategic impact” on the field?
 Are you explicitly building on prior work and on educational research?
 Are you working with an evaluator? Working backwards from intended outcomes?
 Are you partnering with learning sciences faculty or other researchers?
 Are you partnering with target audience organizations? Involving them in planning?
 Did you recruit an advisory group of external experts? Will you use them effectively?
 Have you revised your draft proposal based on external review prior to submission?
Private Funds
 Are you developing relationships with donor prospects before making an ask? For
example, have you requested their “counsel”?
 Have all your Board members demonstrated their commitment by giving?
 Are you continuing to strengthen and diversify the Board?
 Have you identified Board member relationships in your community? Are you using
those relationships to set up meetings, accompanied by the trustee?
 Have you created (and nurtured) a “friends” organization with meaningful activities?
 Are you developing credibility through small successes? Balancing your budget?
 Are you developing strategic relationships with other community NFPs?
 Do you play a visible, active role in the community? Speak regularly to civic groups?
 Have you gotten to know your elected officials (local, state, national)?
 Have you thanked each donor multiple times after receiving a contribution?

INNOVATION IN SCIENCE CENTERS: ROLE OF THE LEADER
“Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a follower.” – Steve Jobs

3 LEVELS OF AMBITION
CORE
Enhancements to core
offerings
ADJACENT
Expanding into new
opportunities
TRANSFORMATIVE
Inventing things for markets
that don’t yet exist

IDEAS IN BRIEF
•

The year-to-year viability of a science center depends on its ability to
innovate. How prepared are you for the change ahead? Be future
ready. “Innovate or die.” – Peter Drucker

•

For many science centers, innovation will remain a collection of
activities, energetic but uncoordinated—splitting the revenue pie into
smaller slices but not actually growing the pie.

•

Leadership drives culture; culture drives innovation. Innovation is the
by-product of an effective culture.

•

Be clear on levels of ambition and drive growth by managing innovation
as an integrated system with portfolio goals.

•

Leaders must communicate continuously and relentlessly about
innovation goals and processes. Make it a cultural mindset. Break down
silos. A clear plan that creates shared goals gets everyone moving in the
same direction.

•

Develop a tolerance for risk and the ability to learn from failure. Allow a
little bit of chaos and discomfort.

•

Transformational initiatives require different management
approaches—different talent, budget, metrics.

•

Effective leaders know that getting this right is harder than it looks.

NOTES
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WANT TO CONTINUE THE CONVERSATION?
Barry A. Van Deman
President & CEO
Museum of Life and Science
Barry.vandeman@lifeandscience.org
(m) 919.599.0988

QUESTIONS

